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a b s t r a c t 
The article examines a number of ways in which the use of artificial intelligence technolo- 
gies to predict the performance of individuals and to reach decisions concerning the enti- 
tlement of individuals to positive decisions impacts individuals and society. It analyses the 
effects using a social justice lens. Particular attention is paid to the experiences of individ- 
uals who have historically experienced disadvantage and discrimination. The article uses 
the university admissions process where the university utilises a fully automated decision- 
making process to evaluate the capability or suitability of the candidate as a case study. 
The article posits that the artificial intelligence decision-making process should be viewed 
as an institution that reconfigures the relationships between individuals, and between indi- 
viduals and institutions. Artificial intelligence decision-making processes have institutional 
elements embedded within them that result in their operation disadvantaging groups who 
have historically experienced discrimination. Depending on the manner in which an artifi- 
cial intelligence decision-making process is designed, it can produce solidarity or segrega- 
tion between groups in society. There is a potential for the operation of artificial intelligence 
decision-making processes to fail to reflect the lived experiences of individuals and as a re- 
sult to undermine the protection of human diversity. Some of these effects are linked to the 
creation of an ableist culture and to the resurrection of eugenics-type discourses. It is con- 
cluded that one of the contexts in which human beings should reach decisions is where the 
decision involves representing and evaluating the capabilities of an individual. The legisla- 
ture should respond accordingly by identifying contexts in which it is mandatory to employ 
human decision-makers and by enacting the relevant legislation. 
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Erica Curtis, a former admissions evaluator at Brown Uni- 
ersity in the United States, has noted that she evaluated each 
tudent’s application consisting of standardised test scores,
he transcript, the personal statement, and multiple supple- 
ental essays within a twelve-minute timeframe.1 Arguably,
his is a very short period of time within which an admissions 
fficer can evaluate the applicant’s personality and academic 
ualities holistically.2 The time constraints create a possibility 
hat the admissions officer may fail to detect the applicants’ 
apabilities or how societal barriers diminished their ability to 
ealise their potential. Another concern with human decision- 
aking is that the decision-maker officer may act arbitrar- 
ly in the course of exercising discretion 3 by putting differ- 
nt weight on comparable attributes that cannot be measured.
hat is more, an admissions officer could treat applicants 
n an unequal basis due to being influenced by conscious 
r unconscious biases.4 Advances in artificial intelligence 
hereinafter AI) technology give rise to a discussion whether 
rganisations should use AI systems to select applicants for 
dmission to university.5 Technology companies market AI 
ystems with a capability to predict the candidates’ perfor- 
ance and to follow a decision-making procedure as possess- 
ng the capacity to eliminate bias and to improve decision- 
aking.6 The computer science community is now working 
n embedding values, such as fairness, into the AI decision- Acknowledgments: I would like to thank Professor Corien Prins 
or her feedback on the draft version of this article. I am grateful to 
tieno Samandari, Stu Marvel, Professor Martha Albertson Fine- 
an, Professor Nicole Morris and Professor Paul Myers for their 
eedback on a presentation which formed the foundation for this 
rticle. Additionally, I wish to thank scholars who asked stimulat- 
ng questions during the Ethics of Data Science: Addressing the 
uture Use and Misuse of Our Data Conference, the BIAS in Artifi- 
ial Intelligence and Neuroscience Transdisciplinary Conference, 
nd the Media & Space: The Regulation of Digital Platforms, New 
edia & Technologies Symposium where I presented my ongoing 
ork. 
1 Joel Butterly, ‘7 Admissions Officers Share the Things 
hey Never Tell Applicants’ (Insider Inc., 2018) < https: 
/www.businessinsider.com/7- things- college- admissions- 
fficers-wishevery-applicant-knew-2018-2?international= 
rue&r=US&IR=T > accessed 26 June 2019 
2 Ibid 
3 Mark Bovens and Stavros Zouridis, ‘From Street-Level to 
ystem-Level Bureaucracies: How Information and Communica- 
ion Technology is Transforming Administrative Discretion and 
onstitutional Control’ (2002) 62 Public Administration Review 
74, 181 
4 Josh Wood, ‘“The Wolf of Racial Bias": the Admissions 
awsuit Rocking Harvard’ The Guardian (London 18 October 
018) < https://www.theguardian.com/education/2018/oct/18/ 
arvard-affirmative-action-trial-asian-american-students > 
ccessed 10 March 2019 
5 Moritz Hardt, How Big Data is Unfair: Understanding Unintended 
ources of Unfairness in Data Driven Decision-making (Medium Cor- 
oration 2014) 
6 Ekta Dokania, ‘Can AI Help Humans Overcome Bias?’ The Seat- 
le Globalist (Seattle 22 May 2019) < https://www.seattleglobalist. 
om/2019/05/22/can- ai- help- humans- overcome- bias/83957 > ac- 



























aking procedure.7 Daniel Greene and colleagues view the 
ocus on achieving fairness by incorporating values into the 
esign of the system as short-sighted.8 The attention on how 
o embed fairness into the decision-making procedure of a 
echnical system side-lines the discussion how the employ- 
ent of AI decision-making processes impacts on achieving 
ocial goals, such as social justice and ‘equitable human flour- 
shing.’ 9 Virginia Eubank’s work underscores the importance 
f investigating how the use of AI decision-making processes 
mpacts individuals and society. Her interviews with affected 
ndividuals who applied to access state benefits in the state of 
ndiana in the United States 10 demonstrate that the employ- 
ent of AI decision-making processes can lead to the deepen- 
ng of inequality,11 to social sorting 12 and to social division.13 
he enquiry is particularly pertinent given the fact that not all 
ources report adverse outcomes. The British Universities and 
olleges Admissions Service asserts that in its pilot project an 
lgorithmic process selected the same pool of applicants to be 
dmitted to universities as admissions officers; the organisa- 
ion did not reveal the algorithm’s design and operation pro- 
edure.14 
The present paper explores some of the hitherto unre- 
olved longstanding societal problems and new issues the 
mployment of AI decision-making processes raises. It con- 
ributes to existing literature by proposing that an AI decision- 
aking process should be understood as an institution. The AI 
ecision-making process reconfigures relationships between 
ndividuals as well as between individuals and institutions.
he paper examines some of the values and types of institu- 
ional arrangements the employment of AI decision-making 
rocesses embeds into society. This issue is significant. The 
ouncil of Europe Committee of Ministers stated that when 
ata-driven technologies operate ‘at scale’ their operation 
rioritises certain values over others.15 The assertion of the 
ouncil of Europe Committee of Ministers that data-driven 
echnologies reconfigure the environment in which individ- 
als process information 16 should be extended to encompass 7 Aditya Krishna Menon and Robert C Williamson, ‘The Cost of 
airness in Binary Classification’ (2018) 81 Proceedings of Machine 
earning Research 1, 10 
8 Daniel Greene, Anna Lauren Hoffman and Luke Stark, Better, 
icer, Clearer, Fairer: A Critical Assessment of the Movement for Eth- 
cal Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning (The Proceedings of 
he 52nd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, 
awaii, 2019) 2122 
9 Ibid 
10 Virginia Eubanks, Automating Inequality: How High-tech Tools Pro- 
le, Police, and Punish the Poor (St Martin’s Press 2018) 10 
11 Ibid 204 
12 Ibid 122 
13 Ibid 196-97 
14 Ben Jordan, Minimising the Risks of Unconscious Bias in University 
dmissions: 2017 Update on Progress (Universities and Colleges Ad- 
issions Service 2017) 11 
15 Council of Europe Committee of Ministers, ‘Declaration by the 
ommittee of Ministers on the Manipulative Capabilities of Algo- 
ithmic Processes Decl(13/02/2019)1’ (1337th meeting of the Minis- 
ers’ Deputies, Council of Europe 2019) < https://search.coe.int/cm/ 
ages/result _ details.aspx?objectid=090000168092dd4b > 15 Febru- 
ry 2019 
16 Ibid. 












































































the relationships individuals have with each other and with
the institutions. The article examines some of the types of so-
cial transformations that the use of AI decision-making pro-
cesses across domains will accentuate. While the design of
AI decision-making processes will shape whether their op-
eration gives rise to solidarity or segregation, there is a po-
tential for these systems to adversely affect individuals who
have historically experienced discrimination, disadvantage,
disempowerment and marginalisation. The provisions in in-
ternational human rights treaties prohibiting discrimination
provide a non-exhaustive list of individuals who experience
discrimination, exclusion, oppression, disempowerment and
disadvantage.17 The characteristics such individuals possess
include sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, ethnic-
ity, race, colour, descent, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth and disability
amongst others.18 
The university admissions process serves as a case study
for contextualising the discussion in the present paper. One
of the reasons for using a case study for focusing the discus-
sion is that an evaluation of any technology needs to be con-
text specific. Jane Bailey and Valerie Steeves observe that tech-
nology is neither good nor bad.19 Everything depends on how
developers design a technology, how the law regulates it and
what values the developers embed into the technology.20 One
may add to this observation that how individuals use the tech-
nology and for what purpose matters too. Clearly, it is possi-
ble to use AI technology to advance societal objectives. Bruce
D Haynes and Sebastian Benthall propose that computer sci-
entists should develop AI systems that detect racial segrega-
tion in society.21 This information can then be used to detect
similar treatment of individuals.22 Since individuals have dis-
parate opportunities as a result of living in segregated areas
within the same city,23 the use of AI technologies to remedy
segregation would contribute to the attainment of social jus-
tice. 
This article focuses on uncovering a number of adverse im-
pacts the use of an AI decision-making system is likely to have
both on individuals and society from the perspective of ad-17 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Funda- 
mental Freedoms art 14; African Charter on Human and Peoples’ 
Rights art 2; American Convention of Human Rights art 1; Interna- 
tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 16 Decem- 
ber 1966, entered into force 23 March 1976) 999 UNTS 171 art 26; 
International Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
(adopted 16 December 1966, entered into force 3 January 1976) 993 
UNTS 3 art 2.2 
18 Ibid; Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 
(adopted 13 December 2006, entry into force 3 May 2008) 2515 
UNTS 3 art 5(2); Identoba and Others v Georgia App No 73235/12 (EC- 
tHR, 12 May 2015), para 96. 
19 Jane Bailey and Valerie Steeves, ‘Introduction: Cyber-Utopia? 
Getting Beyond the Binary Notion of Technology as Good or Bad 
for Girls’ in Jane Bailey and Valerie Steeves (eds), eGirls, eCitizens: 
Putting Technology, Theory and Policy into Dialogue with Girls’ and Young 
Women’s Voices (University of Ottawa Press 2015) 5 
20 Ibid 
21 Sebastian Benthall and Bruce D Haynes, Racial Categories in Ma- 
chine Learning (Association for Computing Machinery 2019) 9 
22 Ibid 8 











vancing social justice. It is confined to scrutinising the con-
text where educational institutions automate the process of
the selection of students by employing AI decision-making
processes. Such criteria could include performance on exami-
nations, extra-curricular activities, personal statements, sam-
ples of student work and so on. While the article uses exam-
ples from a number of countries, the findings can be extended
to all universities that use a variety of criteria to judge the
merit of individuals. The analysis does not include within its
scope AI systems that allocate students to universities based
on the students’ preferences for a study programme without
reference to the merit criteria. An example of the university
admissions processes beyond the scope of this paper is that of
the French state universities other than grandes écoles.24 The
algorithm allocates places at French state universities to stu-
dents according to the student’s highest preference for a pro-
gramme and according to whether a student lives within the
district where the university is located; a random procedure is
used to break the ties.25 For reasons of space it is beyond the
scope of the present enquiry to consider the beneficial uses to
which a variety of AI technologies may be put. 
Section 1 maintains that it is more meaningful to talk of
an AI decision-making process rather than an AI decision-
making system. It defines the elements comprising an AI
decision-making process for the purpose of situating the dis-
cussion. Section 2 introduces Martha Albertson Fineman’s vul-
nerability theory 26 as a theoretical framework for examining
some of the ways in which the use of the AI decision-making
processes will affect individuals and society from the perspec-
tive of social justice. Section 3 investigates some of the types
of values that the operation of AI decision-making processes
gives rise to. The discussion draws on the vulnerability the-
ory to illustrate some of the ways in which these processes
reconfigure social and institutional relationships in which in-
dividuals are embedded.27 It scrutinises how the employment
of AI decision-making processes impacts on how society un-
derstands lived human experience and human diversity. It is
concluded that one of the contexts in which it is desirable
to preserve human decision-making processes is where the
decision concerns evaluating the capability of the individuals
for the purpose of determining their entitlement to resources.
Automated decision-making should be avoided where the de-
cision involves representing individuals in geometric space.
The university admissions process is an example where the
decision-maker evaluates the capabilities of individuals by as-
sessing their skills and personal qualities. The present work
is designed to be a starting point for further scholarly explo-
ration for how the use of AI decision-making processes re-
configures societal arrangements and produces society-wide24 Lucien Frys and Christian Staat, ‘University Admission 
Practices-France’ ( Matching in Practice, 2016) < http://www. 
matching- in- practice.eu/university- admission- practices- france > 
accessed 1 August 2019 
25 Ibid 
26 Martha Albertson Fineman, ‘Equality and Difference–the Re- 
strained State’ (2015) 66 Alabama Law Review 609, 614 
27 Martha Albertson Fineman, ‘Equality, Autonomy and the Vul- 
nerable Subject in Law and Politics’ in Anna Grear and Martha 
Albertson Fineman (eds), Vulnerability: Reflections on a New Ethical 
Foundation for Law and Politics (Ashgate Publishing Limited 2013) 22 






















































































ffects. Greater scholarly attention is needed to address the 
uestion in what contexts the legislature should require hu- 
an decision-making. 
. A definition of an artificial intelligence 
ecision-making process 
n evaluation of AI-based decision-making processes neces- 
itates understanding what AI is, how it functions and what 
lements comprise the decision-making process. The decision 
o frame the discussion in terms of an AI decision-making 
rocess as opposed to an AI decision-making system is inten- 
ional. One of the reasons for this choice is that AI technology 
s evolving. For this reason, it is more meaningful to focus on 
he types of procedures and processes that underlie present AI 
echnologies rather than on how computer scientists design 
uch systems. The evolving nature of AI systems is illustrated 
y the fact that multiple definitions of artificial intelligence 
xist and the definitions have been evolving over time.28 One 
f the reasons why it is difficult to define the term AI stems 
rom the fact that it is unclear what society means by the term 
ntelligent.29 According to John McCarthy, ‘the problem is that 
e cannot characterise in general what kind of computational 
rocedures we want to call intelligent.’ 30 Given that AI as a 
iscipline is a social phenomenon shaped by individuals, Bao 
heng Loe and colleagues recommend that the definition of AI 
e continuously updated.31 A present common understanding 
f an AI system is that it autonomously learns from being ex- 
osed to its environment and makes changes to its model of 
he external environment based on the sensed changes in the 
nvironment.32 
It is more fruitful to understand the term AI in terms of 
ow a particular system is designed and operates rather than 
y reference to the term intelligence. Ig Snellen argues that 
ntelligence is a metaphor in the context of technical systems 
ecause human beings do the thinking in the course of cre- 
ting the system’s architecture.33 Similarly, the Dutch Raad 28 Bao Sheng Loe and others, The Facets of Artificial Intelligence: 
 Framework to Track the Evolution of AI (International Joint Con- 
erences on Artificial Intelligence Organization, Stockholm, 2018) 
180 
29 Max Vetzo, Janneke Gerards and Remco Nehmelman, Algo- 
itmes en Grondrechten (Boom Juridisch 2018) 41 
30 John McCarthy, ‘What is Artificial Iintelligence? Basic 
uestions’ ( Stanford University, 2007) < http://jmc.stanford.edu/ 
rtificial- intelligence/what- is- ai/index.html > accessed 13 May 
019 
31 Loe and others, The Facets of Artificial Intelligence: A Framework to 
rack the Evolution of AI 5186 
32 Vetzo, Gerards and Nehmelman, Algoritmes en Grondrechten 41 
33 Ignatius Theodorus Maria Snellen, ‘Het Automatiseren van 
eschikkingen Bestuurskundig Beschouwd’ in Hans Franken and 
thers (eds), Beschikken en Automatiseren, Preadviezen Voor de 
ereniging voor Administratief Recht (Samsom HD Tjeenk Willink 
993) 55, quoted in Beppie Margreet Alize van Eck, ‘Geautoma- 
iseerde Ketenbesluiten & Rechtsbescherming: Een Onderzoek 
aar de Praktijk van Geautomatiseerde Ketenbesluiten Over een 
inancieel Belang in Relatie Tot Rechtsbescherming’ (PhD thesis, 









an State (the Council of State) 34 maintains that it is mislead- 
ng to call AI decision-making systems self-learning because 
hey do not understand reality.35 The processes underlying the 
onstruction and operation of AI systems will be examined 
o show why the term intelligence should be understood as 
aving a specialist meaning in the context of an AI system.
he discussion will demonstrate that it is more fruitful to talk 
f an AI decision-making process rather than an AI decision- 
aking system. 
Computer scientists draw on data science techniques 
hen creating AI systems.36 When one understands the de- 
ign and operation of AI systems it emerges that these sys- 
ems are not intelligent in the sense in which societies at- 
ribute the term intelligence to human beings. Computer sci- 
ntists begin the development of an AI system by formulating 
 problem for which they aim to generate useful knowledge.37 
omputer scientists then prepare data by converting it into a 
ormat an AI system can process.38 The end result the com- 
uter scientists strive to achieve will influence how they ma- 
ipulate and label the data.39 The next step is to use the data 
o create a model of the external environment that captures 
he object of interest,40 such as a student’s predicted examina- 
ion grades. The model locates patterns in the data by detect- 
ng correlations between pieces of data.41 The model identifies 
hat pieces of information are related to each other.42 In the 
nsupervised learning process computer scientists let the sys- 
em search for patterns; the system allocates individuals into 
roups based on shared characteristics.43 In the supervised 
earning process the computer scientists formulate a criterion 
nd the AI system sorts individuals into groups based on their 
ikelihood of fulfilling that criterion.44 The model the system 
enerates allows the user to predict that an individual belongs 
o a particular group of people with shared characteristics.45 
he AI system predicts an individual’s performance based on 
he performance of individuals whom it treats as having sim- 
lar characteristics to the individual in question.46 It applies a 34 The Council of State Advises the Government and Parliament 
n Legislation and Governance. Raad van State, ‘The Council of 
tate’ ( Raad van State 2019) < https://www.raadvanstate.nl/talen/ 
rtikel > accessed 25 July 2019 
35 Raad van State, Advies W04.18.0230/I: Ongevraagd Advies Over 
e Effecten van de Digitalisering Voor de Rechtsstatelijke Verhoudingen 
Raad van State 2018) 9 
36 Rosaria Silipo, ‘What’s in a Name? Artificial Intelligence or Data 
cience?’ ( BetaNews Inc, 2019) < https://betanews.com/2019/02/05/ 
rtificial- intelligence- or- data- science > accessed 14 May 2019 
37 Foster Provost and Tom Fawcett, Data Science for Business 
O’Reilly Media Inc 2013) 19 
38 Ibid 30 
39 Ibid 
40 Ibid 39 
41 Ibid 25 
42 Ibid 23 
43 Ibid 24 
44 Ibid 
45 Ibid 107 
46 Ibid 146 








































































decision-making procedure for determining whether an indi-
vidual is entitled to a positive decision.47 
Presently, AI systems lack human intelligence. They do not
have the capacity to understand what the correlation between
the pieces of data means, whether the correlation has signif-
icance and how this correlation corresponds to phenomena
in the world. When an AI system finds a correlation between
two pieces of data, this does not signify that A causes B.48 In
fact, the correlations the AI system detects can be spurious or
accidental.49 For instance, there is a high correlation but not
causation between ice-cream consumption and shark attacks;
both tend to occur during warmer seasons.50 Another reason
why AI systems are not intelligent stems from the fact that
they cannot independently reflect on what their predictions
signify and whether the decision-making procedure produces
societally desirable outcomes. 
David Preiss and Robert Sternberg view human beings
and technology as having a reciprocal influence.51 Technol-
ogy transforms human cognitive skills 52 as well as the under-
standing of what is human intelligence.53 Meanwhile, cultural
context influences technologies.54 This observation is corrob-
orated by the fact that as AI gains new capabilities to solve
problems, society redefines the term human intelligence in
order to differentiate between AI and human beings.55 The
better approach is to acknowledge that any definition of hu-
man and machine intelligence is tentative. There needs to be
an awareness of what definition of intelligence one chooses,
why and with what consequences. Given that some computer
scientists seek to replicate human intelligence in AI,56 there
may come a time when the dividing line between ‘artificial’
and ‘human’ intelligence is less clear. Society should reflect
on the social role the term intelligence has as it continues to
refine the meaning of this term. 
Currently, different definitions of algorithmic or auto-
mated decision systems exist. Definitions framing the sub-
ject matter broadly and by reference to an artificial intelli-
gence decision-making process are preferable. The Australian
Human Rights Commission defines ‘AI-informed decision-
making’ as ‘decision-making which relies wholly or in part47 Sorelle A Friedler, Carlos Scheidegger and Suresh Venkatasub- 
ramanian, ‘On the (Im)possibility of Fairness’ (2016) 1609.07236v1 
arXiv 1, 10 
48 Eubanks, Automating Inequality: How High-tech Tools Profile, Police, 
and Punish the Poor 144 
49 Ibid 144-45 
50 Ibid 145 
51 David Preiss and Robert Sternberg, ‘Technologies for Working 
Intelligence’ in David Preiss and Robert Sternberg (eds), Intelligence 
and Technology: the Impact of Tools on the Nature and Development of 
Human Abilities (Routledge 2005) 199 
52 Ibid 
53 Ibid 184-85 
54 Ibid 199 
55 Chris Smith, ‘Introduction’, The History of Artificial Intelligence 
(University of Washington 2006) 4 
56 Ben Goertzel and Pei Wang, ‘Introduction: Aspects of Artificial 
General Intelligence’ in Ben Goertzel and Pei Wang (eds), Advances 
in Artificial General Intelligence: Concepts, Architectures and Algorithms 









on artificial intelligence.’ 57 By hingeing the definition on the
term artificial intelligence and the notion of decision-making,
the Australian Human Rights Commission conceives of AI-
based decision-making in terms of the computer science
techniques underpinning the decision-making process. Pro-
vided one gives the term artificial intelligence a holistic inter-
pretation, the definition of the AI-informed decision-making
can be interpreted as covering all the stages involved in
the decision-making processes. What is significant is that
the Australian Human Rights Commission uses the term ‘AI-
informed decision-making’ rather than the term decision-
making system. 
In contrast, the Directive on Automated Decision-Making
of the Government of Canada contains a narrower definition
becauses it employs the term an automated decision-making
system. It defines an automated decision system as 
[A]ny technology that either assists or replaces the judge-
ment of human decision-makers. These systems draw
from fields like statistics, linguistics, and computer science,
and use techniques such as rules-based systems, regres-
sion, predictive analytics, machine learning, deep learning,
and neural nets.58 
What is common to the definitions of the Australian Hu-
man Rights Commission and the Directive on Automated
Decision-Making is that they discuss the respective roles of
artificial intelligence technology and human beings in the
decision-making process. What is more, the definitions cen-
tre on the types of computer science techniques involved. One
of the reasons why the term automated decision-making sys-
tem is narrower than the term decision-making process is
because it excludes stages that bear on the outcome of the
decision-making process but that take place prior to the ac-
tual construction of the system. In particular, the decision-
making process begins when the computer scientist formu-
lates a problem to be solved using the AI-driven procedure be-
cause this stage bears on the outcome of the decision-making
process. Solon Barocas and Andrew D Selbst posit that com-
puter scientists exercise subjectivity when they formulate a
problem the machine should solve.59 They do this by defining
the variable for which the machine makes a prediction.60 How
computer scientists define this variable, such as a good em-
ployee, shapes what relationships between data the machine
finds and therefore its predictions about the suitability of the
applicant for the position.61 According to Reuben Binns, if the
computer scientist uses a biased variable as a benchmark for
the basis on which the AI decision-making process predicts57 Australian Human Rights Commission, ‘Decision Mak- 
ing and Artificial Intelligence’ ( Australian Human Rights 
Commission, 2019 ) < https://tech.humanrights.gov.au/ 
decision- making- and- artificial- intelligence > accessed 22 January 
2020 
58 Government of Canada, ‘Directive on Automated Decision- 
Making’ (Government of Canada 1 April 2019) < https://www. 
tbs- sct.gc.ca/pol/doc- eng.aspx?id=32592 > accessed 23 January 
2019 
59 Solon Barocas and Andrew D Selbst, ‘Big Data’s Disparate Im- 
pact’ (2016) 104 California Law Review 671 
60 Ibid 
61 Ibid 679-80 
































































































uture performance then the outcome will be biased.62 The 
erm decision-making process is preferable because it can be 
efined to include the stage where the computer scientist for- 
alises the problem to be solved using an AI-driven proce- 
ure. 
The Council of Europe Committee of Experts uses the term 
n AI decision-making system and in this respect mirrors the 
pproach of the Directive on Automated Decision-Making. The 
ouncil of Europe Committee of Experts lists the types of tasks 
he AI decision-making system carries out and the processes 
hat comprise the operation of such systems.63 In particular,
t defines algorithmic systems as applications that ‘perform 
ne or more tasks such as gathering, combining, cleaning,
orting and classifying data, as well as selection, prioritisa- 
ion, recommendation and decision-making.’ 64 The definition 
f the Council of Europe Committee of Experts is preferable to 
he definition the Canadian Directive on Automated Decision- 
aking offers. It focuses on the steps involved in constructing 
 model that the AI decision-making system uses for making 
redictions about future performance and the process of pro- 
ucing a decision in respect of an individual. Thus, there is an 
mphasis on the process leading to the decision rather than 
n the type of techniques the computer scientists use in or- 
er to program AI systems. This aspect makes the nature of AI 
ecision-making systems explicit by listing the steps entailed 
n producing a decision. This definition makes it easier for the 
aw makers and end users to debate the social consequences 
f using AI decision-making systems. 
Another advantage of defining the term in terms of what 
lements comprise the AI decision-making process is that 
t provides an understanding of what the system does and 
ow it achieves its objective. On the other hand, the term 
I decision-making system is opaque. Little understanding 
ay be gleaned from this term. Society uses the term sys- 
em to refer to interdependent and interacting elements.65 
he fact that AI technology utilises a combination of differ- 
nt elements reveals little about the nature of the tasks it per- 
orms and how it performs them. This stems from the fact that 
he term system draws attention to the physical architecture 
f the system and what components or elements comprise 
he system. What is core for understanding decision-making 
s the process through which one arrives at a decision rather 
han the fact that various interdependent stages are involved 
n the decision-making process. 
A relevant consideration is that since societal understand- 
ng of AI is evolving 66 it could be that in fifty years time the62 Reuben Binns, ‘Imagining Data, Between Laplace’s Demon and 
he Rule of Succession’ in Irina Baraliuc and others (eds), Being Pro- 
led: Cogitas Ergo Sum (Amsterdam University Press 2018) 
63 Committee of Experts on Human Rights Dimensions of Auto- 
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ence, Draft Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to Member 
tates on the Human Rights Impacts of Algorithmic Systems (Council of 
urope 2019) par 3 
64 Ibid 
65 Merriam-Webster Incorporated, ‘System’ ( Merriam-Webster In- 
orporated , 2019) < https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ 
ystem > accessed 22 January 2020 
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efinition of what AI is and how it operates will be very dif-
erent. For instance, the architecture of AI could have a highly 
istributed form where it is unclear exactly what its elements 
re and how its different elements interplay. Given that com- 
uter scientists use the knowledge about the human brain as 
nspiration to create new AI techniques,67 AI could resemble 
he functioning of a human body very closely. Such develop- 
ents could make it difficult to speak about the machine as a 
ystem. 
Of significance is that there is a parallel between the el- 
ments comprising human and the AI decision-making pro- 
esses. The term AI decision-making system fails to cap- 
ure this important element. This is because society does 
ot conceive of human beings and their deliberation as a 
ystem. However, one can talk about the similarities in the 
ecision-making process human beings engage in and the 
I systems carry out because human beings develop the AI 
ecision-making process. Given that human beings exercise 
heir judgement in developing AI decision-making processes,
t is not surprising that there can be a degree of similarity be-
ween human and AI decision-making processes. 
The human decision-making process begins with the fram- 
ng of the goal that the decision-making procedure is designed 
o achieve and with the identification of the criteria corre- 
ponding to entitlement to a positive decision. For instance,
hen a university sets up an admissions process, it formu- 
ates a set of goals. The goals could be to attract students 
ho possess a particular skillset, who have particular esti- 
ated academic performance or who are representative of 
he population as a whole. The university could aim to miti- 
ate the existence of societally embedded inequalities by plac- 
ng emphasis on attracting candidates who experience so- 
ial barriers. The goal the university sets will determine what 
riteria it chooses as a basis on which the officials should 
elect the students. The admissions criteria will determine 
hether the human decision-maker considers only the stu- 
ent’s grades or additional criteria, such as extracurricular ac- 
ivities, work experience and the applicant’s personal circum- 
tances. The decision-making criteria determine what quali- 
ies the decision-maker takes into account or ignores. 
When computer scientists decide how to formulate the 
roblem and what the AI process predicts, they select the goal 
or the decision-making process and the criteria that form 
he basis of the decision-making process.68 When formulat- 
ng the problem to be solved the computer scientsits are in 
 similar position to human decision-makers who are tasked 
ith developing and applying a decision-making procedure.
n both cases the goal to be achieved determines what criteria 
he decision-makers adopt for selecting a pool of candidates.
he difference is that human decision-makers can choose cri- 
eria that can be expressed in both quantitative and qualita- 
ive terms. On the other hand, computer scientists can select 
nly those criteria as indicators of a good candidate that can 
e expressed in quantitative terms.69 Examples of quantita- 67 Zhongzhi Shi, Advanced Artificial Intelligence (World Scientific 
ublishing 2011) 10 par 1 
68 Barocas and Selbst, ‘Big Data’s Disparate Impact’ 678-80 
69 Friedler, Scheidegger and Venkatasubramanian, ‘On the 
Im)possibility of Fairness’ 3 














































































tive proxies are grades, rankings and number of outputs. Com-
puter scientists need to find quantitative proxies if they want
to capture qualitative characteristics.70 Qualitative character-
istics refer to multidimensional and multitextured qualities,
such as creativity and leadership skills. 
When decision-makers use a grade to capture a qualita-
tive characteristic, such as intelligence, they employ a proxy.71 
For instance, the standardised admission test for graduate
programmes General Record Examination measures analyt-
ical, quantitative and verbal skills.72 The scores of this test
did not have accurate predictive capacity for how lecturers
at Yale University rated the students’ analytical, creative and
practical skills on a graduate psychology programme.73 Thus,
AI decision-making processes should be viewed as mapping
proxies onto the model alongside actual characteristics. It is
difficult to express qualitative characteristics, such as inter-
personal and teamwork skills, numerically because they re-
late to how individuals interact with each other. While class-
mates could be asked to rank each other on the metric of a
teamworking skill, such responses would be unreliable. Indi-
viduals can be influenced by their personal attitudes, by a de-
sire to compete or by unconscious biases. They may lack the
distance necessary to reflect on how all team members inter-
acted. Qualitative descriptions of how an individual acted in
particular circumstances provide more information about an
individual’s teamwork skills. The AI decision-making process
should be understood as a more limited procedure than a hu-
man decision-making process by virtue of its limited capacity
to capture qualitative data and the context behind this data. 
There another important difference between the human
and the AI decision-making processes. Human decision-
makers determine what facets of the person they consider
through choosing the decision-making criteria. In contrast, AI
decision-making processes create what Luke Stark calls the
‘scalable subject.’ 74 The system purports to model the indi-
vidual but in fact reflects correlations between characteristics
present within a group that may not apply to the individual
in question.75 Annamaria Carusi elaborates that the model
represents the individual in a reductive way 76 and that the
approach to representation contains particular values.77 The
lack of granular information can result in the model making70 Provost and Fawcett, Data Science for Business 339 
71 Friedler, Scheidegger and Venkatasubramanian, ‘On the 
(Im)possibility of Fairness’ 3 
72 Educational Testing Service, ‘About the GRE General Test’ ( Ed- 
ucational Testing Service, 2019) < https://www.ets.org/gre/revised _ 
general/about > accessed 22 July 2019 
73 Robert J Sternberg and Wendy M Williams, Does the Graduate 
Record Examination Predict Meaningful Success in Psychology (Yale Uni- 
versity 1994), quoted in Robert J Sternberg, ‘Myths, Countermyths, 
and Truths about Intelligence’ (1996) 25 Educational Researcher 11, 
14 
74 Luke Stark, ‘Algorithmic Psychometrics and the Scalable Sub- 
ject’ (2018) 48 Social Studies of Science 204, 207 
75 Ibid 213 
76 Annamaria Carusi, ‘Beyond Anonymity: Data as Representa- 
tion in E-research Ethics’ (2008) 37 International Journal of Internet 
Research Ethics 37, 61 














generalisations that are unfair to the individual.78 To illus-
trate, since the model groups students based on past exam-
inations performance for the purpose of making a prediction
about future results, it would group students who performed
poorly irrespective of the reason for the low results. This may
result in the AI system falsely predicting a low grade for a stu-
dent whose performance in the past had been influenced by
an illness but who recovered later. 
Patrick Allo comments that the model depicting the pat-
terns in the data represents a proxy for what one is try-
ing to predict rather than the actual state of the world.79 A
model that predicted the student’s performance on an ex-
amination that tested how well the student memorised the
material is not a reliable proxy for the student’s aptitude.
While the model provides indirect information about an in-
dividual’s memory capacity, it tells little about the student’s
aptitudes, such as problem-solving capacity and creativity.
The differences between human and AI decision-making pro-
cesses do not preclude considering the automation of deci-
sions in terms of an AI decision-making process. In fact, the
term process highlights the fact that human beings construct
the decision-making procedure within the machine. What is
more, this term makes it possible to demarcate at what point
the decision-making commences and ends. Crucially, the defi-
nition that focuses on the process rather than the system pre-
vents misrepresentation. The term artificial intelligence sys-
tem can create a misleading impression that the system has
capabilities that correspond to human intelligence or that the
decision of computer scientists relating to the variable to be
predicted had no impact on the outcome for the applicants. 
The question is what elements comprise the AI decision-
making process. The proposed definition does not cover situa-
tions where a human decision-maker uses the analytics the AI
system generates as a sole or partial basis for reaching a deci-
sion. By combining definitions of the Council of Europe Com-
mittee of Experts and the Australian Human Rights Commis-
sion one can arrive at a suitable definition of an AI decision-
making process. What needs to be included in addition is the
element of human decision-making involved in formulating
a problem to be solved and how to construct the system to
achieve this goal. The AI decision-making process should be
understood as starting with the computer scientist formulat-
ing the problem to be solved and the goals to be achieved. It
encompasses the collection, cleaning, labelling, aggregation,
analysis, manipulation and processing of data. These steps
are carried out in order to predict future performance and to
produce a decision affecting the right or entitlement of an
individual to a positive decision. The definition includes the
application of a template for determining whether an indi-
vidual should be granted a positive decision. This definition
is appropriate even though the process of creating a model
of the environment as a basis for making a prediction is a
separate stage from the decision-making procedure for de-
termining an individual’s entitlement to an affirmative de-78 Frederick Schauer, Profiles, Probabilities and Stereotypes (Belknap 
Press 2006) 3 
79 Patrick Allo, ‘Mathematical Values and the Epistemology of 
Data Practices’ in Irina Baraliuc and others (eds), Being profiled: Cog- 
itas Ergo Sum (Amsterdam University Press 2018) 27 

























































































Approach to Differential Item Functioning’ (2010) 80 Harvard Edu- 
cational Review 106, 126 
89 Friedler, Scheidegger and Venkatasubramanian, ‘On the ision.80 A broad definition encompassing all the elements 
hat bear on how the algorithmic process measures and pre- 
icts future performance as well as how it produces a deci- 
ion is needed. This approach ensures adequate protection 
f individuals. This approach leaves scope for the fact that a 
omputer scientist could embed a variety of decision-making 
rocedures for arriving at a decision. For instance, an AI 
ecision-making process could allocate the resources to in- 
ividuals with the highest score for predicted performance.81 
t could take into account other considerations. To illustrate,
ditya Krishna Menon and Robert C Williamson designed an 
lgorithmic decision-making procedure for an AI system that 
hey argue achieves the best trade-off between accuracy and 
airness.82 
Why is an expansive definition for the term AI decision- 
aking process necessary? The process of mapping the data 
nto the model and of predicting an individual’s performance 
ased on the model has influence on whether the individ- 
al will receive a positive decision. The proposed definition 
s designed to capture the fact that computer scientists make 
ubjective decisions in the course of creating the architec- 
ure that enables the AI decision-making process to collect,
ggregate and analyse data.83 The choices computer scientists 
ake affect how the AI decision-making process produces de- 
isions and what kind of decision an individual receives.84 
ften, the decisions of computer scientists are hidden and re- 
ect a particular understanding of the world.85 For example,
omputer scientists make assumptions when deciding how 
o represent a person in a model.86 Since individuals are mul- 
idimensional and cannot be described exhaustively, it is in 
heory possible to create an infinite number of snapshots of 
he individual depending on what combination of character- 
stics one inputs. For instance, a candidate can be described 
s a female with a score of eighty percent for mathematics 
nd a score of fifty percent for English language. Alternatively,
he same candidate can be designated as a female candidate 
ho is enroled in a school located in an underfunded dis- 
rict. She learns in an overcrowded classroom due to a short- 
ge of English teachers. Depending on what characteristics 
ne chooses as being relevant for the purpose of generat- 
ng a model, one can get a different snapshot of the person.
hat is more, since inequalities are structurally embedded 
n society, groups will be represented in a distorted manner 
hen mapped onto the model.87 The researchers cite the fact 
hat the verbal section of the standardised American univer- 
ity admission test SAT functions differently for the African- 
merican individuals.88 It follows that there is a discrepancy 80 Provost and Fawcett, Data Science for Business 25 
81 Friedler, Scheidegger and Venkatasubramanian, ‘On the 
Im)possibility of Fairness’ 3 
82 Menon and Williamson, ‘The Cost of Fairness in Binary Classi- 
cation’ 2 
83 Friedler, Scheidegger and Venkatasubramanian, ‘On the 
Im)possibility of Fairness’ 3 
84 Ibid 
85 Ibid 
86 Ibid 6-7 
87 Ibid 7 
88 Ibid 8; Maria Veronica Santelices and Mark Wilson, ‘Unfair 












etween the real world and how the AI decision-making pro- 
ess maps the world onto a geometrical space as part of gen- 
rating a model of the world.89 
Computer scientists can steer the data analysis process by 
raming for what metric the AI decision-making process for- 
ulates the predictions and by choosing a particular approach 
o data analysis.90 In the context of AI and human decision- 
aking processes the choice of characteristics to denote merit 
or the purpose of selecting students shapes whether individ- 
als have an equal opportunity to be admitted to university.
ome selection criteria appear neutral but in fact hide the 
act that the decision-making procedure creates admission 
arriers for children from poor socioeconomic backgrounds.
or instance, the computer scientist can set a good candidate 
erformance for admissions to a university in terms of ex- 
elling at playing a musical instrument, painting, playing pro- 
essional sports or winning a dance contest. This approach to 
tudent admissions resembles how the highest ranked uni- 
ersities in the United States select students.91 Children have 
nequal access to participation in extracurricular activities.
nna Bull examines how complex factors lead to children 
rom middle-class and upper-class families being more likely 
o play a musical instrument.92 The reasons include the cost 
f music lessons and the fact that the approach to teaching 
usic reflects the nature of interactions prevalent in middle- 
lass teaching settings.93 This example shows that the crite- 
ia computer scientists embed into the AI decision-making 
rocess and the metrics by which the program generates the 
rediction will shape whether individuals have equal access 
o university education. Accordingly, the AI decision-making 
rocess should be defined to incorporate all stages of system 
evelopment and operation beginning with formulation of the 
roblem to be solved and ending with a decision output. 
. Introducing the theoretical framework: the 
ulnerability theory 
he values one holds amongst others will determine how one 
valuates the AI decision-making process. For instance, those 
ho value efficiency will ask questions such as whether the 
se of the AI decision-making process cuts costs or shortens Im)possibility of Fairness’ 7 
90 Felix Stalder, ‘From Inter-subjectivity to Multi-subjectivity: 
nowledge Claims and the Digital Condition’ in Irina Baraliuc and 
thers (eds), Being profiled: Cogitas Ergo Sum (Amsterdam University 
ress 2018) 136 
91 Ilana Kowarski, ‘How Colleges Weigh Applicants’ Ex- 
racurricular Activities’ ( US News, 2018) < https://www. 
snews.com/education/best- colleges/articles/2018- 10- 25/ 
ow- colleges- weigh- applicants- extracurricular- activities > ac- 
essed 14 May 2019 
92 Anna Bull, ‘Reproducing Class? Classical Music Education 
nd Inequality’ ( Discover Society , 2014) < https://discoversociety. 
rg/2014/11/04/reproducing- class- classical- music- education- 
nd-inequality/ > accessed 14 May 2019 
93 Ibid 





















































































the deliberation time.94 Economists define efficiency as ‘a situ-
ation where each good is produced at the minimum cost and
where individual people and firms get the maximum bene-
fit from the use of the resources.’ 95 Equity is a different type
of value in comparison to efficiency.96 Equity concentrates on
whether there is fairness and justice.97 Individuals who value
equity will ask different types of questions than economists
when assessing the desirability of using AI decision-making
processes. How one evaluates AI decision-making processes
will differ depending on how one defines fairness. Different
people have a different understanding of what constitutes
fairness.98 Additionally, there is a difference between how
scholars 99 and the general population define fairness.100 In
discussing fairness it is important to acknowledge the value
of pluralism and cultural diversity. Respect for individuals
is contingent on a recognition of their opinions and value
systems. The representation of a plurality of views is con-
ducive to informed discussions about what constitutes a good
life. It widens the array of arguments and introduces new vis-
tas from which to assess propositions. 
Roger Brownsword argues that to gain legitimacy regu-
lators should adopt instruments that capture common val-
ues and concerns while leaving room for local difference.101 
The present article uses the vulnerability theory as a lens
for evaluating AI decision-making processes because the the-
ory captures how citizens conceive of core components of
fairness and justice. Martha Albertson Fineman formulated
‘vulnerability theory’ as an ‘an alternative to theories of so-
cial justice and responsibility that focus on achieving formal
equality.’ 102 The term ‘social justice’ focuses on the position
of many individuals within a society.103 Traditionally, advo-
cates of social justice called for a just distribution of resources
and of the fruit of economic production amongst the indi-
viduals.104 What differentiates Fineman’s approach to under-
standing how to advance social justice is that she examines
the impact of legally constructed social institutions and rela-
tionships on the lives of individuals.105 The vulnerability the-
ory reflects how citizens understand fairness by focusing on
the way in which the state constructs relationships between
individuals and institutions.106 A study found that individu-94 Vishal Marria, The Future of Artificial Intelligence In The Workplace 
(Forbes Media LLC 2019) 
95 John Sloman, Economics (6 edn, Prentice Hall 2006) 9 
96 Ibid 11 
97 Ibid 
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99 Norman J Finkel, Rom Harré and José-Luis Rodriguez Lopez, 
‘Commonsense Morality Across Cultures: Notions of Fairness, Jus- 
tice, Honor and Equity’ (2001) 3 Discourse Studies 5, 5 
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01 Roger Brownsword, ‘Regulatory Cosmopolitanism: Clubs, Com- 
mons, and Questions of Coherence’ (2010) 018/2010 TILT Law & 
Technology Working Paper 2, 4 
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als use the terms fairness and justice interchangeably to refer
to violations of equity and equality.107 Individuals understand
fairness to include both how individuals are positioned in re-
lation to other individuals in relationships as well as how indi-
viduals are positioned in relation to institutions in society.108
The employment of the vulnerability theory allows one to as-
sess what impact the use of AI decision-making processes
has on individuals and society. The present article evaluates
a number of ways in which the use of the AI decision-making
processes impacts on the individuals and society from the per-
spective of social justice. It is beyond the scope of this work
to evaluate the AI decision-making process from the vantage
point of all theories of justice and fairness across cultures.
Neither is it possible to examine in a comprehensive manner
all the ways in which the cumulative use of the AI decision-
making process in different domains will transform society. 
The use of the vulnerability theory approach avoids draw-
ing an arbitrary distinction between the private and the pub-
lic domains.109 What becomes relevant for the analysis is how
the employment of the AI decision-making processes affects
the subject of the decision-making procedure and society
rather than whether the inequity arose from the relationship
with the state or with other individuals. In contrast, schol-
arly writings in political science and philosophy distinguish
between public and private domains to demarcate when the
state can intervene to regulate.110 This distinction is arguably
apparent from how some scholars contrast the terms justice
and fairness.111 John Rawls for example defines justice as re-
lating to the institutional arrangements and practices that de-
fine rights, duties and offices.112 He defines fairness as relating
to the rights of persons arising in the course of their interac-
tion with one another on an equal basis.113 Individuals would
agree on rules to ensure that they did not feel they were be-
ing taken advantage of in interpersonal relationships.114 The
drawing of a distinction between the relationships individuals
have with each other and with the institutions for the purpose
of assessing the impact of AI decision-making processes is un-
desirable. Fairness and justice are open-ended terms that so-
ciety uses as heuristic devices to redress inequities. The con-
tent of the terms justice and fairness can be given different
meanings 115 depending on the context to which individuals07 Finkel, Harré and Lopez, ‘Commonsense Morality Across Cul- 
tures: Notions of Fairness, Justice, Honor and Equity’ 21 
08 Ibid 
09 Martha Albertson Fineman, ‘Injury in the Unresponsive State: 
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Anne Bloom, David M Engel and Michael McCann (eds), Injury and 
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versity Press 2018) 19 
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Habermas, Richard Rorty, Michael Walzer and John Stuart Mill. 
Raymond Geuss, Public Goods, Private Goods (Princeton University 
Press 2003) 10 
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pply these terms 116 and depending on the society’s value sys- 
em.117 If one is to address inequities comprehensively, one 
hould focus on all sources from which the inequities may 
rise. 
The vulnerability theory demonstrates why it is important 
o focus both on how the operation of the AI decision-making 
rocess constructs relationships between individuals, and be- 
ween individuals and institutions in analysing the impact of 
hese systems from the perspective of social justice. According 
o the vulnerability theory, individuals are situated in different 
conomic, social, cultural and institutional relationships.118 
hese relationships cannot be clearly demarcated as being ei- 
her private or public.119 The position of the individual within 
hese relationships determines whether the institutional ar- 
angements create opportunities or impediments.120 These 
nstitutions form a system that determines the resilience of 
he individual.121 The term resilience refers to the individ- 
al’s ability to recover from life’s setbacks and to take advan- 
age of opportunities.122 There are five types of resources that 
he institutions provide that are crucial for human flourish- 
ng.123 First, material goods determine the individuals’ quality 
f life and allow them to accumulate additional resources.124 
econd, individuals derive support from social networks.125 
hird, human assets, such as education and employment,
lace the individuals in a position to develop their capabili- 
ies.126 Fourth, individuals benefit from having access to exis- 
ential and aesthetic resources, such as religion, culture and 
rt.127 Fifth, individuals need ecological assets, such as the 
atural environment, to maintain physical well-being.128 Ac- 
ess to interpersonal resources of support, such as family 129 
nd social networks, constitute relationships that one typi- 
ally views as private. In practice, such private relationships 
annot be separated from relationships with the state.130 For 
nstance, laws prohibiting harassment, bullying and discrim- 
nation play a crucial role in creating inclusive spaces where 
ndividuals can engage in interpersonal relationships. Conse- 16 Michael Adler, ‘Fairness in Context’ (2006) 33 Journal of Law and 
ociety 615, 638 
17 Kenneth A Rasinski and Leslie A Scott, ‘Culture, Values, and Be- 
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uently, it is artificial to distinguish between justice and fair- 
ess based on whether the relationship is public or private in 
ature. 
For the purpose of this article, it appears desirable to use 
he vulnerability theory rather than theories of fairness, which 
ocus on the treatment of an individual for the purpose of 
valuating the AI decision-making processes. The school al- 
ocation system in New York City is a case study that illus- 
rates how a focus on the impact of the employment of the AI
ecision-making process on the individual can result in fail- 
ng to detect both sources of social injustice and unfairness 
or the individual. Currently, the authorities in the New York 
ity use an algorithm to place children into high schools.131 
hildren provide a list of twelve school choices to the author- 
ties.132 The algorithm allocates children to a school by select- 
ng a pool of candidates with the highest grade.133 This means 
hat in practice each school will have students within a par- 
icular grade range. Schools that are in the highest demand 
ill have a pool of students with top grades. Schools with a 
esser demand will have a pool of students who have grades 
n the mid or low range. This approach to using an algorith- 
ic process to allocate children to schools results in segre- 
ation. Children with high grades study in different buildings 
nd are geographically separated from the children with low 
rades. This finding should be viewed against the backdrop 
hat schools worldwide have racial and socioeconomic seg- 
egation.134 James A Allen expresses a broader concern that 
he use of AI decision-making processes perpetuates and re- 
nforces existing segregation.135 
The focus on whether the selection procedure the AI 
ecision-making process utilised is fair for a particular stu- 
ent in terms of merit occludes the wider social justice con- 
erns. When a thirteen-year-old Jimmy (not his real name) 
oiced his opposition to being rejected by five of his top pref- 
rence schools, he was told that his grade of eighty five did not
ualify him for admission.136 The cut-off point for admission 
o those schools was a grade of ninety.137 A focus on whether 
immy performed better in comparison to another student 
recludes a more in-depth enquiry. The grade has an appear- 
nce of being an objective marker that measures the students’ 31 Alvin Roth, ‘Why New York City’s High School Ad- 
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impression that the state treated Jimmy fairly in the sense of
just deserts. The just desert approach to justice stipulates that
the entitlement of individuals to resources depends on their
performance and expended effort.138 This approach ignores
how the relationships of individuals to institutions result in
individuals having an unequal ability to navigate the social
institutions. 
The focus on whether an individual received her just desert
fails to account for the fact that citizens regard the role of
relationships between the individual and the state as being
relevant to the assessments of justice. The importance of the
state creating a just relationship between the individual and
the social institution has a particular significance in the con-
text of the provision of education. Access to education is in-
timately linked to the ability of individuals to develop re-
silience, to accumulate resources and to take advantage of
opportunities in the future.139 When a state does not pro-
vide adequate education for individuals, their ability to secure
employment and to maintain adult family relationships suf-
fers.140 An individual may find it impossible to compensate
for or to recover from such deprivations.141 Studies show that
there is a relationship between inequality and the geographi-
cal location where the individual lives.142 For instance, in the
United States a school in one district can receive three times
less funding than a school located in a more affluent district
within the same city.143 This stems from the fact that prop-
erty taxes provide half of the funding budget for the schools
and from the fact that properties have different values.144 An
evaluation of whether Jimmy received just treatment from
the vantage point of social justice would require that one ask
whether Jimmy’s school had the same quality of teaching as
that of children who received admission offers from Jimmy’s
top school choices. On the application of the vulnerability the-
ory, Jimmy did not receive just treatment if the admitted stu-
dents attended better-funded schools. 
Another problem with the individual centred approaches
to evaluating justice is that there is no enquiry into whether
some students received a higher grade because they benefited
from their parents being able to afford to pay for private tu-
tors. For instance, in the United Kingdom a quarter of chil-
dren benefit from having a private tutor.145 Lee Elliot Major is
a member the Sutton Trust dedicated to advancing social mo-38 David Schmidtz, The Elements of Justice (Cambridge University 
Press 2006) 31 
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bility.146 Lee comments: ‘You are four times more likely to get
a private tutor if you are in the top fifth of the income range,
so we are worried about the gap outside the school gates.’ 147
Since students who benefit from having tutors have an advan-
tage over students who do not, one cannot call a school allo-
cation decision-making process fair if it does not account for
the differential access of students to private tutors. A vulner-
ability theory analysis opens the window to enquire into how
unequal access to human assets, such as tutoring, hinders the
ability of students from lower income families to gain admis-
sion to top performing schools. 
The vulnerability theory allows one to consider a greater
array of concerns than some theories of justice, such as the
just desert theory. Unlike vulnerability theory, the just desert
approach to justice does not enquire into whether it is just to
segregate individuals because it focuses on the actions of the
individual. From the perspective of vulnerability theory, the
process of segregation creates unjust relationships. The pro-
cess of segregation denies children access to well-resourced
schools and equal access to learning opportunities.148 It pre-
cludes students from building a network with peers from dif-
ferent backgrounds and from developing their full capability.
Students have a diminished capacity to acquire cultural capi-
tal 149 in the form of knowledge that individuals in the posses-
sion of power designate as high culture.150 If a society values
the possession of cultural capital, then the lack of socialisation
between children from different socioeconomic backgrounds
adversely affects the ability of these children to succeed.151
According to Fineman, asset-conferring institutions operate
concurrently, interactively and ‘can be sequential.’ 152 Institu-
tional arrangements can have inter-generational effects, par-
ticularly where society structured the group’s identity in a
manner that differentiates it from other groups.153 Segrega-
tion produces unjust social relationships by symbolically de-
marcating some groups as inferior and 154 by enacting hierar-
chies.155 On Fineman’s analysis, segregation leads to individ-City’ (2011) 24 Berkeley Planning Journal 70, 78 
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als finding themselves in a vicious cycle where individuals 
emain in poverty. 
Social justice is chosen as a lens through which to conduct 
he analysis of the impact of using AI decision-making pro- 
esses because it is more expansive than the requirement of 
quality.156 Approaches to justice based on equality and dis- 
rimination are individualistic in their focus.157 Fineman ar- 
ues that a concentration on equality does not address so- 
ial, economic, political and structural inequalities.158 A focus 
n differential treatment based on the protected characteris- 
ics makes it difficult to achieve substantive equality.159 The 
quality analysis only focuses on the moment of the injury 
he discriminatory treatment inflicts rather than on how his- 
orical, systemic and institutional structures made it possible 
or someone to impose the injury.160 Assessing the situation 
sing formal equality as a benchmark can justify the inequal- 
ties in question.161 Fineman cites the Parents Involved in Com- 
unity Schools v Seattle School District No 1 to substantiate this 
laim.162 In this case the court ruled that the initiative of the 
chool districts in Seattle to allocate children to schools so as 
o have a better racial representation in the school bodies 163 
as unlawful.164 The school did not meet the test of necessity 
or intervention to justify correcting racial isolation through a 
easure of affirmative action.165 The school districts did not 
emonstrate that there was a history of intentional discrimi- 
ation in the districts.166 
The case study of the admissions process in New York 
chools using an algorithmic decision-making process 167 cor- 
oborates Fineman’s argument. This discussion showed how 
 purportedly neutral treatment of students based on their 
rades conceals inequality in social relations. The inequal- 
ty in the parents’ income and unequal educational facilities 
lace hurdles on children from poorer socioeconomic back- 
rounds to gaining admission to the schools of their choice.
roader evidence for Fineman’s position is found in the fact 
hat in the United States the elimination of affirmative action 
olicies ‘would reduce the number of black students in the 
ost selective schools of law and medicine to less than 1 per- 
ent of all students.’ 168 According to a university admissions 
fficer, very few individuals from poor socioeconomic back- 
rounds meet the admissions criteria of top American univer- 56 Fineman, ‘Equality and Difference–the Restrained State’ 609 
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ities.169 This example illustrates the value of using the vul- 
erability theory as a framework for interrogating how the use 
f AI decision-making processes affects individuals and soci- 
ty. It opens new avenues for thinking about how the employ- 
ent of AI decision-making processes bears on human diver- 
ity and whether the types of values these processes embed 
n society are conducive to protecting human diversity. 
. Thinking about AI decision-making 
rocesses as an institution that brings about 
ransformative effects 
he employment of AI decision-making processes is part of 
 larger trend of digital technologies transforming society.170 
here is a view that digital technologies are ushering in a 
ourth Industrial Revolution.171 The vulnerability theory is a 
ruitful lens for better understanding the AI decision-making 
rocesses and what kind of values these processes enact. It 
heds light on some of the institutional and societal changes 
he employment of AI decision-making processes introduces 
rom the perspective of social justice. As a result, one gains 
nsight into how the cumulative use of automated decision- 
aking processes is likely to impact on individuals and soci- 
ty at large from the vantage point of social justice. 
Section 3.1 will investigate how the employment of AI 
ecision-making processes impacts on individuals through 
hanging the relationships individuals have to each other and 
he institutions. Marlies van Eck studied how the Dutch ad- 
inistrative bodies use systems 172 that combine information 
rom different government databases 173 and autonomously 
etermine 174 whether an individual is entitled to payment.175 
hese systems do not use big data,176 that lack self-learning 
apabilities 177 and execute procedures that lack a discre- 
ionary decision-making element.178 She posits that the use of 
utomated decision-making processes to make assessments 
egarding the entitlement of individuals to receive a payment 
rom the state changes the relationship the citizens have with 
he administrative body.179 Furthermore, they amend the re- 
ationship between administrative bodies.180 This argument 
hould be expanded and modified to fit the context of the AI 
ecision-making process. It will be put forward that the AI 69 Jerome Karabel, The Chosen: the Hidden History of Admission and 
xclusion at Harvard, Yale and Princeton (Houghton Mifflin Company 
005) 537 
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187 Mireille Hildebrandt, ‘Legal and Technological Normativity: 
More (and Less) Than Twin Sisters’ (2008) 12 Techné: Research in 
Philosophy and Technology 1, 5 
188 Lucy Suchman, ‘Located Accountabilities in Technology Pro- decision-making process should be conceived of as an insti-
tution. This institution changes how the individual is embed-
ded in a set of relationships with individuals and institutions.
The sets of relationships the operation of the AI decision-
making processes gives rise to are complex and interlock-
ing. The employment of AI decision-making processes may
be seen as bringing about a social order 181 and as modify-
ing a societal architecture. Numerous transformations the AI
decision-making processes bring about which are detrimental
for human diversity will be discussed. Section 3.2 will assess
what values the AI decision-making process enacts and how
it bears on human diversity. It will engage with the concerns
Mireille Hildebrandt and Karen Yeung raised relating to how
the collection and analysis of data from many sources will im-
pact on humanity 182 and social life.183 
3.1. AI decision-making processes reconfigure human, 
institutional and social relationships 
The present analysis is confined to the employment of AI
decision-making processes to create a representation of the
individuals, to estimate with a margin of error their perfor-
mance and to reach a conclusion concerning an individual’s
entitlement to a positive decision. Since the attention is on se-
lecting students for admission to a university, the enquiry ex-
cludes many applications of the process from the discussion,
such as the use of AI processes to diagnose diseases 184 and to
allocate public service resources.185 The analysis centres on
how the use of AI decision-making processes impacts on indi-
viduals who are most affected by being situated in unequal re-
lationships. The findings can be extrapolated beyond the case
study of the university admissions to the employment con-
text and to contexts where a holistic assessment of the appli-
cant and the exercise of discretion facilitate the attainment
of socially just outcomes. The vulnerability theory lens makes
it possible to identify some of the ways in which the use of
AI decision-making processes will affect the relationships of
individuals with each other and societal institutions. At the
core of the vulnerability theory is a shift of focus from the in-
dividual and the individual’s autonomy to how the state or-
ganises relationships and societal institutions.186 Under the
vulnerability theory framework, the AI decision-making pro-
cess should be thought of as an institution. Technology in the81 Florian Eyert, Florian Irgmaier and Lena Ulbricht, ‘Algorithmic 
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course of its operation constitutes relationships between cit-
izens, devices and infrastructures.187 These relationships can
be thought of as a network.188 One of the relationships the use
of the AI decision-making process gives rise to is between the
applicant and the university. The AI decision-making process
mediates this relationship by allocating candidates to positive
and negative decision quadrants. It determines what combi-
nations of characteristics entitle a candidate to be allocated a
space at a university and channels how the candidates may
communicate their qualities to the university. 
The employment of the AI decision-making process gives
rise to a relationship of subjugation between the applicant
and the university through a process of erasure. Mathemati-
cal processes model the world as black and white.189 The pro-
cess of representing an individual as a cluster of quantifiable
characteristics using a vector 190 pushes individuals into cate-
gories.191 When the AI decision-making process evaluates the
individual against a template of an optimum combination of
characteristics, it is unable to account for the individuality of
people, the uniqueness of their experiences as well as the full
scope of the contribution they can make to organisations and
society as a result of having these qualities. The AI decision-
making process withholds resources from individuals who ei-
ther have difficulty fitting the algorithmically constructed pro-
file of a good candidate or whose aptitudes algorithmic pro-
cesses cannot detect. 
The proposed use of the AI decision-making process to
score student essays as part of the university admissions
process 192 illustrates that the analysis of data using algo-
rithmic processes provides an incomplete representation of
the person.193 This representation fails to capture important
information about the individuals and thereby impedes the
recognition of their aptitudes. This problem is deeper than
technologies misreading or failing to read certain bodies.194 
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reak free’ 195 performed by Freddie Mercury is chosen as a 
ase study because it is a text where the singer both expresses 
is identity and communicates to society. In this song Mercury 
alks about his desire to ‘break free’ from society’s lies, about 
eing in love for the first time and about the need to ‘make it 
n my own.’ 196 The reader needs to know the context behind 
he text in order to understand the communication. The con- 
ext pertains to society using categories to designate sexual 
dentity 197 and society historically stigmatising homosexual- 
ty.198 Furthermore, the capacity for empathy is a pre-requisite 
or understanding the entire communication in the text of the 
ong, namely Mercury’s feelings of anguish and resentment.
ercury talks about his love for his partner and the need to 
break free’ 199 as an allusion to the decision to begin a homo- 
exual relationship notwithstanding society’s approbation of 
uch conduct. The song is an expression of Mercury’s individ- 
ality because it encapsulates his feelings, opinions, life ex- 
eriences and struggles. 
How the programmer designs an AI decision-making pro- 
ess will determine what words the system will designate as 
elevant for the analysis, how it constructs links between the 
ords 200 and how it scores a particular combination of words.
he AI decision-making process evaluates the similarity be- 
ween words based on their distance in geometrical space.201 
ecause it is difficult to use a mathematical model to repre- 
ent context,202 the AI decision-making processes cannot link 
he text to the societal context underlying the communica- 
ion.203 Consequently, it lacks the capacity to derive meaning 
rom the text of Queen’s song. In the course of mapping the 
ong as a set of linkages between disparate words 204 the AI 
ecision-making process excises from the text what the pro- 
ram does not allow it to detect. The AI decision-making pro- 
ess erases meaning, human expression, individuality and the 
arration of lived experiences. It precludes individuals from 
ommunicating the diversity of their experiences in essays 95 Queen, ‘I Want to Break Free’ ( STANDS4 LLC, 2019) 
 https://www.lyrics.com/lyric/27041093/I+Want+to+Break+Free > 
ccessed 20 June 2019 
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nd to explain what contributions they can make to society 
f admitted to the university programme. For instance, the AI 
ecision-making process will not detect that the song ‘I want 
o break free’ 205 demonstrates the writer’s creativity and ca- 
ability to advocate for a more inclusive society. This concern 
ay become attenuated if computer scientists find a way to 
mbue the AI decision-making processes with human quali- 
ies, such as the capacity for empathy,206 abstract thought and 
he capacity to link the emotions to the communication con- 
ent. These qualities facilitate the ability of individuals to un- 
erstand the meaning behind text where individuals commu- 
icate their personal experiences and needs. The real ques- 
ion is whether society wishes to have synthetic persons dis- 
lace living decision-makers. 
Another way in which the use of the AI decision-making 
rocess subjugates individuals is arguably through pushing 
hem to adopt particular patterns of behaviour.207 According 
o Mireille Hildebrandt, individuals will adjust their behaviour 
n anticipation of how algorithmic processes operate in or- 
er to improve their chances of receiveing a favourable deci- 
ion.208 Individuals will write essays for the purpose of univer- 
ity admissions in a manner that reflects how the AI decision- 
aking process carries out analysis on the data and in a man- 
er that increases their chances of receiving a high score. This 
nhibits self-expression and the ability of individuals to com- 
unicate holistically about how they can make a contribution 
o society if selected for the university programme. Of course,
ome university admissions officers create barriers for can- 
idates by discriminating against them on the basis of their 
dentities.209 However, universities can implement measures 
o reduce explicit and implicit bias 210 in order to facilitate a 
olistic assessment of candidates during the decision-making 
rocess. The problem with employing fully autonomous AI 
ecision-making processes is that there is no human being to 
ead the essay and other application materials holistically, to 
etect how the decision-making process may disadvantage a 
andidate and to report a problem. Human oversight may not 
e a practicable solution. The use of AI decision-making pro- 
esses is redundant when a human decision-maker reads and 
arefully considers the application materials. 
The way in which the AI decision-making process creates a 
odel of human diversity reinforces existing systems of clas- 
ification.211 This fails to capture individual identities 212 and 05 Queen, ‘I Want to Break Free’ 
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institutes a relationship of subordination. Technologic design
can reinforce hierarchies based on race,213 gender 214 and colo-
nial history 215 even when on the face of it the design pur-
ports to achieve fair outcomes. IBM proposes to designate in-
dividuals who have historically experienced discrimination
into groups so as to allocate to them additional points dur-
ing the decision-making process to ensure fairness.216 What
this approach misses is the problematic nature of designat-
ing individuals into categories using a system of classifica-
tion. Queer legal theory rejects the use of categories to desig-
nate sexual orientation 217 as a means to end subordination of
homosexuals to heterosexuals.218 Queen’s song ‘I want to
break free’ 219 illustrates that homosexual individuals are just
like the rest of humanity in their experience of love and quest
for relationships. The use of AI decision-making processes
subjugates groups by perpetuating a hierarchical system of
classification and by shifting attention away from how the
construction of societal relationships disadvantages individ-
uals. 
If subordination is to be ended, then a vulnerability anal-
ysis is preferable. A related concern with achieving affirma-
tive action policies using AI decision-making processes can be
gleaned from the observation of Sandra Wachter. Wachter ex-
plains that there are reasons why individuals may wish not to
disclose that they have characteristics protected by the pro-
hibition of discrimination.220 This means that the initiatives
by companies such as IBM to confer additional points to in-
dividuals with protected characteristics are likely to be inef-
fective. The focus should be on the vulnerabilities individuals
experience as a result of being human 221 and on how the state
can restructure social institutions 222 to ensure that all individ-
uals have equal access to resources crucial to their flourish-
ing.223 This approach shifts the analysis to the root causes of
inequality and on what steps the state should take to ensure
that individuals are equally situated in relationships. Further-
more, the focus should be on developing frameworks to pro-13 Ali Breland, ‘How White Engineers Built Racist Code–and Why 
It’s Dangerous for Black People’ The Guardian (London, 4 December 
2017) < https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/dec/04/ 
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tect individuals from discrimination without individuals hav-
ing to disclose that they have characteristics protected by non-
discrimination statutes. Wachter for instance proposes that
equality protection can be achieved without individuals dis-
closing their protected characteristics by prohibiting differen-
tial treatment on the grounds of there being an association
between an individual and a group that has protected charac-
teristics.224 
The use of AI decision-making processes reconfigures rela-
tionships between individuals. Tobias Blanke maintains that
geometric rationality underpins algorithmic decisions.225 Al-
gorithmic processes measure social relations.226 The distance
between data points representing individuals in a geometri-
cal space designates the degree of similarity between indi-
viduals.227 Blanke’s proposition should be extended to argue
that the employment of AI decision-making processes brings
about a relationship between applicants. The decisions the
computer scientist makes when gathering the data and build-
ing the AI decision-making infrastructure determine the con-
tours of the relationship. The computer scientist’s choices de-
termine what similarities exist between individuals,228 what
resemblances become amplified and what similarities are at-
tenuated. The nature of the relationship the computer sci-
entist constructs between applicants depends on which per-
sonal attributes of the students the computer scientist in-
cludes in the decision-making process and what weight the
computer scientist attaches to the attributes. The more weight
the computer scientist puts onto the student’s socioeconomic
status, the less the relationship between students is charac-
terised by individual autonomy. There are stronger elements
of interdependence and solidarity in the relationship. 
To illustrate, if the computer scientist models the students
by only looking at their examination grades, the individu-
als who have lower examination grades due to experienc-
ing social barriers will be grouped together. Students, such
as young mothers who lack sufficient support, have lower
high school grades.229 The AI decision-making process will
group many young mothers together because it focuses on
detecting a similarity in the past performance on examina-
tions. Since the AI decision-making process will designate
these mothers as being poor candidates for university ad-
missions, their unequal position within social institutions be-
comes solidified. These women will have diminished employ-
ment opportunities as a result of lacking a university degree.
The use of the AI decision-making process weakens the re-
lationship of solidarity, connection and interdependence be-
tween young mothers with insufficient support and students24 Sandra Wachter, ‘Affinity Profiling and Discrimination by Asso- 
ciation in Online Behavioural Advertising’ 66-68 
25 Tobias Blanke, ‘The Geometric Rationality of Innocence in Al- 
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ith no care commitments. In societies that recognise the in- 
erdependence of individuals and the dependence of individ- 
als on societal structures,230 the government has a duty to 
ntervene to redress unjust institutional relationships.231 Its 
uty is to strengthen the resilience of individuals by provid- 
ng them with resources.232 The use of the AI decision-making 
rocess that focuses on choosing candidates with optimal pre- 
icted performance deepens unjust societal relationships be- 
ause it constructs relationships characterised by individual 
utonomy. These relationships include those between candi- 
ates, and between the candidate and the university. 
Consider now a case where the AI decision-making pro- 
ess incorporates information about factors that result in 
ndividuals being unequally situated in institutional rela- 
ionships in order to account for social justice concerns.
avid Tanzeem and colleagues created an artificial intelli- 
ence software which as part of predicting the students’ 
rades 233 depicts the correlation between the socioeconomic,
sychological and educational background of the student.234 
here are practical and technical difficulties with construct- 
ng an AI decision-making process that accurately captures 
he disadvantage individuals experience by virtue of being sit- 
ated in unequal relationships. For instance, partially sighted 
tudents recount how attitudes that they differ from the gen- 
ral population,235 a lack of resources such as recorders,236 
nd teachers making inadequate usage of assistive technol- 
gy devices create learning barriers.237 Lack of universal class- 
oom and curriculum design 238 as well as societal biases result 
n partially sighted students being in less equal relationships 
han their peers with other students, teachers, the school and 
ther social institutions. If the student in addition to being 
artially sighted comes from a one-parent family or has a par- 
nt who is ill then this student will experience unequal social 
elationships created by inadequate state financial, social and 
ealthcare support. 
Kimberle Crenshaw coined the concept of ‘intersectional- 
ty’ to explain that each person experiences discrimination 
nd disadvantage differently.239 Institutional structures, such 
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ng 240 and multi-layered manner to disadvantage individu- 
ls.241 Factors, such as poverty and lack of job skills, that are 
he result of class, gender and other forms of oppression com- 
ound the disadvantaged position of individuals.242 The cu- 
ulative disadvantage individuals experience is greater than 
he sum of the factors giving rise to the disadvantage.243 The 
oncept of intersectionality 244 suggests that to understand 
he disadvantaged position of an individual one needs to con- 
ider the fluid manner in which all personal and institutional 
elationships in which an individual is situated interact. 
A hurdle to employing AI decision-making processes is that 
t is difficult to translate how unequal relationships inhibit 
he ability of individuals to succeed onto a model using quan- 
ifiable variables. It is unclear how one can quantify the dis- 
dvantage a white female teenager experiences due to being 
ullied at school for having a bisexual orientation and due 
o having caring responsibilities for a relative. Neither can 
ne compare with precision how the disadvantage this fe- 
ale teenager experiences compared to the barriers a male 
eenager of colour with a chronic health condition encounters.
he inclusion of a set of factors into the geometrical represen- 
ation of the individual and the giving of mathematical weight 
o these factors fails to accurately represent the experiences 
f individuals. 
The testimonies of civil society organisations support the 
ssertion that the use of mathematical formulas precludes the 
ecision-making process from providing appropriate weight 
o the unjust societal relationships in which an individual 
s situated. Civil society organisations oppose a decision- 
aking procedure where human decision-makers tick boxes 
nd work like a computer.245 They worry that algorithmic 
ecision-making processes cannot take relevant factors into 
ccount concerning an individual and give appropriate weight 
o such factors.246 While the process of quantifying unjust 
ocietal relationships strengthens a recognition that indi- 
iduals are interdependent, it replaces socially embedded 
elationships with symbolic mathematical boundaries. This 
ccurs because the AI decision-making process transforms 
ndividuals into a set of factors that designate social bar- 
iers. As the AI decision-making process allocates individ- 
als into groups 247 and decision quadrants it erects sym- 
olic boundaries. Societal relationships become partitioned 
nd mechanised. This discussion points to the need to pre- 
erve human decision-making where the decision relates to 
valuating the capability of the individual. Such decisions in- 
orate deliberation how to intervene in order to remedy the 40 Kimberle Crenshaw, ‘Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, 
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unequal position of individuals in social and institutional re-
lationships. Of course, if computer scientists succeed in repli-
cating human capabilities fully in AI as well as in providing
the AI with knowledge of the social processes, then the AI
decision-making process will approximate human decision-
making more closely. The closer the AI decision-making pro-
cess replicates human decision-making, the fewer concerns
there will be with delegating decision-making to machines. 
In the course of restructuring relationships between
students, and between the students and the university the
operation of the AI decision-making process brings about
transformations at societal level that influence the ability of
individuals to realise themselves as human beings. Florian Ey-
ert, Florian Irgmaier and Lena Ulbricht posit that AI decision-
making processes structure social processes and generate a
particular type of social order.248 Abeba Berhane is of the view
that AI decision-making processes ‘restructure the very fab-
ric of the social world.’ 249 Social orders arise from individuals
adopting particular beliefs, common interpretations of events
and acceptable ways of behaving.250 Such conduct gives rise
to patterns of interaction 251 and produces a social system.252 
The cumulative use of AI decision-making processes to de-
termine admission to educational institutions, selection for
employment and whether to extend a loan to an individ-
ual produces a particular type of social order.253 This social
order amplifies the scientific tradition of elevating rational-
ity above emotions, experience and the power of imagina-
tion.254 AI decision-making processes structure how individ-
uals navigate their relationships with each other. There is a
danger that the operation of AI decision-making processes
will act as a divisive force. As a result, there will be a deep-
ening of segregation.255 Individuals will adapt their behaviour
in order to increase their chances of receiving a positive deci-
sion from the AI decision-making process.256 Parents may en-
courage or nudge their children to associate with other chil-
dren who have those habits or lifestyles that make it more
likely that they will meet the criteria of optimal performance
as designated by the AI decision-making process. Since the
AI decision-making process associates optimal performance
with a set of particular characteristics shared by a group,257 
parents and children may avoid individuals who lack such48 Eyert, Irgmaier and Ulbricht, ‘Algorithmic Social Ordering: To- 
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characteristics. Further support for this argument is found in
the scholarship of Wachter. Sandra Wachter draws attention
to the fact that the AI decision-making processes may pro-
file people who have an association or ‘affinity’ with a group
who are protected by antidiscrimination statutes by virtue of
having shared interests.258 For instance, the individual can
have interests or engage in activities that have a linkage to
the characteristics of the protected group 259 or to character-
istics that functions as an indicator of a protected character-
istic.260 To illustrate, there may exist statistical evidence that
members of an ethnic group like to consume Carribean food
and listen to jazz music.261 This discussion illustrates that the
use of AI decision-making processes has wide-ranging sec-
ondary effects that legislators should take into account. Hu-
man decision-making is crucial for discerning the full array of
human expression and creativity. 
3.2. The problematic impacts of AI decision-making 
processes on the advancement of human diversity 
The term human diversity is closely linked with how society
makes sense of the lived human experiences. Diversity relates
to the fact that there are a multitude of ways in which human
beings can define their identity and that of other individu-
als.262 Increasingly there is a recognition that identities en-
tail complex representations rather than conceptualisations
in terms of particular characteristics, such as one’s ethnicity,
gender or political opinions.263 It follows from this that one of
the ways of understanding the impact the use of AI decision-
making processes has on the protection of human diversity is
an analysis of how these processes bear on how society con-
ceives of human beings. A relevant consideration is what val-
ues the operation of the AI decision-making processes embeds
into society by virtue of prioritising certain values.264 This as-
pect is relevant because how individuals conceive of people’s
identities bears on the position of individuals within relation-
ships with other individuals and institutions. In turn, such po-
sitioning influences their life opportunities.265 What is more,
what values individuals are exposed to through social interac-
tions shapes their perceptions and how they treat their fellow
human beings. Data scientists purport to capture individuals
and their lives. The process of modelling individuals in a tech-
nical system transforms them. Kevin D Haggerty and Richard
V Ericson use Gilles Deleuze’s and Felix Guattari’s concept of58 Sandra Wachter, ‘Affinity Profiling and Discrimination by Asso- 
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 ‘process of becoming’ 266 to theorise how systems of surveil- 
ance operate on the body.267 This argument can be extended 
o the context of an AI decision-making process. The use of AI 
ecision-making processes initiates what Deleuze and Guat- 
ari call a ‘process of becoming’ or transformation into an al- 
ernative entity through the process of being represented.268 
eleuze and Guattari illustrate the process of becoming by giv- 
ng the following example. When a painter paints a bird, the 
ird becomes ‘something else, a pure line and pure colour.’ 269 
Haggerty’s and Ericson’s description of how the surveil- 
ance systems operate on the body resonates with how AI 
ecision-making processes represent the individual as part of 
he decision-making process. According to Haggerty and Eric- 
on, surveillance systems ‘abstract’ ‘the human bodies from 
heir territorial settings’ and separate them into a series of 
ows.270 They then reassemble the individuals through a se- 
ies of data flows 271 into ‘data doubles.’ 272 This process trans- 
orms the body 273 and the individual 274 into a new type of 
ntity that is ‘pure information.’ 275 The purpose of the rep- 
esentation is to enable decision-makers to distinguish be- 
ween individuals rather than to generate an accurate por- 
rayal of the individual.276 Haggerty’s and Ericson’s scholar- 
hip suggests that individuals should be distinguished from 
heir data and from the model the AI decision-making pro- 
ess generates. Support for this argument is found in feminist 
cholarship. Donna Harraway writes that individuals can only 
chieve partial knowledge.277 The perspective of the observer 
hapes what the observer sees and fails to detect.278 Harraway 
as written about how the application of scientific knowledge 
ntails a process of translation.279 The process of translating 
he real world into data representations using technology dis- 
mbodies the subject 280 and produces a particular reality.281 
andana Shiva echoes Harraway when she points out that sci- 
nce renders individuals reductive and dispossesses them of 
heir potential.282 Science superimposes a narrative of objec- 66 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capital- 
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ivity on this process.283 In fact, science is not universal and 
eflects particular values.284 
The case study of using an AI decision-making process to 
elect candidates for admission to a university based on their 
rades illustrates how AI decision-making processes have em- 
edded within their architecture institutional mechanisms 
hat construct differences between groups through defining 
he norm. Proponents of the AI decision-making processes ar- 
ue that this technology can predict with a degree of accu- 
acy a future performance on the chosen metric.285 The grade 
s an example of a metric that educational institutions re- 
ard as an indicator of the student’s intellectual ability and 
apacity to do well on the programme.286 Educational insti- 
utions introduced tests as a means of promoting fairness by 
educing the subjectivity of teachers’ judgments about chil- 
ren.287 Jeff Howard argues that intelligence is socially con- 
tructed rather than a fixed quality.288 Fred P Pestello simi- 
arly emphasises the need to view grades as being a product 
f an organisational process rather than as an indicator of 
chievement.289 It will be shown that intelligence and grades 
re social constructs that purport to capture something real 
ut which in fact capture skills that have commercial or organ- 
sational value within a given society. When an AI decision- 
aking process generates a representation of the student’s 
apability and predicts the student’s grade, the process mea- 
ures how closely the student fits a social construct. In doing 
o the AI decision-making process perpetuates a current sys- 
em of differentiation between groups that disadvantages cer- 
ain groups of individuals. 
David J Hand claims that the choice of criterion the data 
cientists create to distinguish between groups is subjective 
nd arbitrary.290 There is value in Hand’s observation that AI 
ecision-making processes that use metrics, such as the pre- 
icted grade, as a means to allocate university places have 
n element of subjectivity and arbitrariness. Society’s under- 
tanding of intelligence is subjective. Social processes, such 
s the nature of available symbolic and material tools, play an 
mportant role in defining what is intelligence.291 According 
o Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein, societies use clas- 83 Haraway, ‘Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Fem- 
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sification systems to construct categories.292 Categories, such
as male/female and white/racialised, have social, cultural and
political values embedded within them.293 Larger social struc-
tures, such as legal frameworks, social structures, and cultural
values operate to create and entrench the classification sys-
tems.294 Their argument can be extended to the categories
of intelligence and intellectual disability. The grade in an ex-
amination serves as a system of classification that empowers
some groups while disadvantaging others. Psychologists de-
fine intelligence as having an ability to reason, to solve prob-
lems, to think abstractly, to learn from experience and to learn
quickly.295 The definition of intelligence is complemented by
the category of its lack, namely an intellectual disability. The
American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Dis-
abilities defines an intellectual disability in terms of a signif-
icant limitation in intellectual functioning and adaptive be-
haviour.296 There is significant limitation in an individual’s
cognitive capability whenever an individual scores two stan-
dard deviations below the mean on the intelligence quotient
(hereinafter IQ) test.297 Intelligence tests require individuals
either to use different types of reasoning to solve problems or
to carry out a multitude of tasks that require an individual to
employ different types of cognitive capabilities.298 
Social constructionists maintain that the culture of test-
ing creates a disability.299 Society labels some individuals as
handicapped through applying to them a series of practices,
procedures and policies of classification.300 Consequently, the
distinction between citizens with and without an intellectual
disability is artificial. In agrarian societies that do not priori-
tise literacy, intellectual knowledge and having a knowledge-
based economy, all individuals can participate fully in soci-
ety.301 The type of activities that society prizes has an impact
on how that society defines intelligence. Psychologists who
create intelligence tests fail to account for the fact that the
Arabic numbers engender a system of thinking that human92 Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein, ‘Data Feminism’ 
( MIT Press Open, 2019) chapter 3 < https://bookbook.pubpub.org/ 
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beings created.302 IQ tests measure how well individuals can
apply skills that they learn through school instruction. The
skills refer to how well an individual can engage with soci-
etally created symbols and images, such as numbers and let-
ters.303 Written scripts and numerals restructure intellectual
activity 304 and channel how individuals think.305 The systems
of testing occlude the fact that non-academic activities, such
as farming, require intelligence. Farmers need to know under
what conditions a plant thrives.306 They have to find solutions
to overcome unfavourable environmental conditions 307 and
to develop new farming practices to respond to environmen-
tal changes.308 The selection processes that focus on identi-
fying individuals with highest intelligence based on exami-
nation scores reproduces a classification system that creates
hierarchies between groups. The classification system is inti-
mately intertwined with a knowledge and technology-driven
economy. 
The process of designing clothes is another example il-
lustrating the socially constructed nature of human intelli-
gence and the arbitrary process of conferring recognition for
talent. Fashion designer Alexander McQueen made a dress
for the Voss collection number S/S 2001 by layering blood-
red ostrich feathers with red glass microscope slides.309 His-
goal was to give women the beauty of a bird.310 Social val-
ues and culture determine whether society recognises a dress
made from microscope slides as original and beautiful. Simi-
larly, fashion commentators, mass media and marketers play
a role in shaping the public perceptions regarding whether
such a dress enhances female beauty. The example of fash-
ion design illustrates that social constructivists are correct in
their claim that culture, social structures and social processes
play a role in determining what society perceives as exhibit-
ing creativity, intelligence and merit. One of the reasons why
society does not recognise the imagination and the creativity
of individuals it labels as having an intellectual disability is
because society does not create a market where the products02 Preiss and Sternberg, ‘Technologies for Working Intelligence’ 
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m  f the self-expression of these individuals have commercial 
alue. 
Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein suggest that bi- 
ary distinctions erase the experiences of certain groups 
nd conceal systems of power that position groups in un- 
qual relationships.311 The binary distinction between in- 
elligence and intellectual disability does not reflect how 
 variety of individuals experience the reasoning pro- 
ess and creativity. These definitions confer value on the 
kills of dominant groups while designating other individ- 
als as lacking cognitive capacity. Students who are la- 
elled as having an intellectual disability have greater dif- 
culty charting a life path of their choice and accessing 
pportunities. 
Given that human intelligence and grades are social con- 
tructs, AI decision-making processes are not just technolo- 
ies for predicting performance with a degree of accuracy. The 
I-based analytics entrenches existing social mechanisms 
hat define the norm and deviation from the norm and which 
roduce inequality between groups. One of the perceived 
alues of the AI decision-making process is that it enables 
ptimisation.312 The AI decision-making process identifies 
haracteristics associated with optimal or best performance 
n the course of its operation.313 It achieves this by finding cor- 
elations in the data for how different combinations of char- 
cteristics are linked to attaining the highest grades in exam- 
nations. By focusing on identifying individuals who perform 
est in examinations and on characteristics that are linked 
o top performance, the AI decision-making processes fur- 
her entrenches a mechanism that designates some groups 
s inferior. The narrative of a human being with an opti- 
um set of characteristics is ableist in nature. Fionna Kumari 
ampbell defines ableism as a network of beliefs, processes 
nd practices that produce the notion of a perfect human 
ody of the human species.314 The characteristics that the 
I decision-making process identifies as corresponding to top 
erformance come to designate who has the perfect body and 
ho does not. This corroborates the assertion of Miro Griffiths 
hat artificial intelligence technology is rooted in ableism.315 
The notion that some individuals are top performers by 
irtue of possessing a set of optimum characteristics has a 
egree of similarity with eugenics. Eugenicists used biomet- 
ics to promote the idea that some groups were superior to 11 D’Ignazio and Klein, ‘Data Feminism’ chapter 3. 
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thers.316 They measured physical and mental attributes,317 
nd analysed what correlations existed between character- 
stics.318 Eugenicists used their calculations to argue that 
overty stemmed from genetically inherited traits.319 While 
ata scientists do not pursue a goal of privileging one group 
ver another, the use of AI decision-making processes to cre- 
te predictive models can lead to groups being designated as 
nferior. AI decision-making processes create a model that as- 
ociates groups with particular combinations of characteris- 
ics. This stems from the fact that an AI decision-making pro- 
ess generates a model by finding patterns in the data 320 and 
y grouping individuals together on the basis of similarity.321 
he process of judging some groups as superior to others on 
he basis of having a particular set of characteristics has a de- 
ree of similarity with eugenics. 
Traditional decision-making processes where human be- 
ngs select students for university admissions differ from AI 
ecision-making processes. Admissions officers rank candi- 
ates based on their grades. They do not purport to create a 
eport about the individual’s capability and about the relative 
apability of groups. On the other hand, AI decision-making 
rocesses communicate a range of narratives about individ- 
al candidates and groups in the course of generating a model.
he model constructs a narrative about the characteristics of 
n individual, how the individual compares to other individu- 
ls, what characteristics of each candidate contributed to ei- 
her success or failure as well as how shared group character- 
stics are related to top performance. The fact that societies al- 
eady designate some individuals into stigmatising categories 
uggests that societies will associate individuals and groups 
ith inferiority on the basis of the predictive models the AI 
ecision-making processes generate. Consequently, the use of 
I decision-making processes is likely to result in stigmatisa- 
ion of groups 322 and in exacerbating unjust processes of dif- 
erentiation. 
The vulnerability theory draws attention to the fact that 
ow we define a good applicant through implementing a 
ecision-making process matters. The vulnerability theory 
tates that being human 323 means being a vulnerable, embod- 
ed being who is susceptible to internal and external forces.324 
his is a very different narrative from that of optimal perfor- 
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The vulnerability theory recognises that social relations and
conventions construct differences.325 They exclude individu-
als from participation and mark them as inferior.326 The use of
vulnerability theory leads the analyst to treat deviations from
the average, such as delayed speech development, as part of
what it means to be human.327 This lens of analysis makes it
unnecessary to refer to the fact that Albert Einstein did not
speak before he turned four years old 328 to normalise the ex-
perience of children who start to speak later than their peers.
The vulnerability theory calls for the decision-maker to ex-
plore the multitude of positive qualities that each individual
has and to consider individuals in their entirety rather than
as a set of disjointed characteristics. This approach is respon-
sive to the fact that individuals who have disadvantaged back-
grounds 329 want the decision-makers to recognise their hu-
manity, to understand their life in context and to connect to
them on a personal level.330 Given the current state of scien-
tific knowledge, AI decision-making processes lack the capac-
ity to evaluate an applicant holistically. The vulnerability anal-
ysis calls for a preservation of human decision-making where
a holistic assessment of individuals is crucial for evaluating
their capabilities, contributions and how unjust societal rela-
tionships prevent individuals from realising their potential. 
The vulnerability theory puts on the agenda the signifi-
cance of the issue of how AI decision-making processes bear
on the experience of individuals of being human. Eubanks
views the process of describing an individual as a numerical
value as dehumanising.331 Reuben Binns and colleagues re-
port that the individuals they interviewed expressed a con-
cern that the use of statistical inference methods to make
decisions about individuals reduces them to a percentage.332 
Mireille Hildebrandt argues that the massive collection and
analysis of data from digital and non-digital sources will
have an impact on what kind of humans we will become.333
Karen Yeung raises the concern that artificial intelligence
technologies simulating human behaviour will dehumanise
social life 334 by displacing human interaction and compas-
sion.335 The AI decision-making process produces a techno-
cratic vision of what it means to live a human life that excises
the lived experiences of the individuals. The vulnerability the-
ory analysis illustrates why this conception of a human life is25 Fineman, ‘Equality and Difference–the Restrained State’ 619 
26 Ibid 
27 Ibid 620 
28 Yiyun Li, ‘Einstein Didn’t Talk Until He was Four’ The 
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cessed 17 June 2019 
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harmful, inaccurate and unrealistic. Crucially, the conceptu-
alising of individual identities using mathematical methods
impairs the protection of human diversity. It is desirable to
preserve human decision-making processes in order for the
decision-making procedure to fully accommodate the lived
experiences of individuals. One of the contexts in which hu-
man decision-making should be preserved is when the deci-
sion relates to evaluating the individuals as in terms of their
capabilities. More broadly, the representation of individuals in
geometric space undermines the protection of human diver-
sity. 
Conclusions 
Given that the cumulative use of AI decision-making pro-
cesses is transforming society 336 and embedding a set of val-
ues, the citizens and governments should give careful thought
to what kind of society they want to have. It is important
that the perspectives of individuals who have historically ex-
perienced disadvantage and discrimination have particular
weight in the discussion. Some individuals will find it easier to
adapt to societal changes brought about by technological de-
velopment than others. The discussion showed how the dis-
tinction between individuals, such as intelligence and intel-
lectual disability,337 arises because individuals have unequal
possibilities for adapting to the demands of a technological
society. The present discussion underscores the importance
of preserving human decision-making processes for certain
types of decisions. The state should adopt legislation spec-
ifying the contexts in which there is a requirement for hu-
man decision-makers to reach decisions. One such context is
where organisations use the AI decision-making processes to
evaluate the capabilities of individuals. Examples of contexts
where the decision-maker assesses the capabilities of the in-
dividual are education, employment and banking. The extent
to which the same concerns apply to a situation where the hu-
man decision-maker uses the analysis an AI system generates
depends on the purpose for which the AI system is designed. 
There is a potential that the use of AI decision-making pro-
cesses will create a barrier for citizens to understand how un-
just social relationships inhibit their ability to succeed. Citi-
zens may find it difficult to comprehend the technical design
of the AI decision-making process. They will struggle to detect
how the subjective choices computer scientists make at every
stage of constructing the AI decision-making process 338 bear
on whether they get a favourable outcome. As a result, individ-
uals will blame themselves for not succeeding instead of chal-
lenging the AI decision-making process as an institution. Fur-
thermore, the employment of AI decision-making processes
obscures how the failure of the state to intervene to correct
unjust institutional relationships leads to individuals being
denied access to crucial opportunities, such as university ed-
ucation. The capacity of individuals to exert pressure on the36 Birhane, ‘Algorithmic Injustices ̠Towards a Relational Ethics’ 2 
37 Schalock, ‘The Evolving Understanding of the Construct of In- 
tellectual Disability’ 225 
38 Friedler, Scheidegger and Venkatasubramanian, ‘On the 
(Im)possibility of Fairness’ 3 





















































overnment to intervene to remedy unjust relationships will 
e affected. It is easier for individuals to use their life experi- 
nce to communicate about social injustices than to construct 
 complex account of how their embeddedness in a relation- 
hip with the AI decision-making process intersects with their 
osition in unjust societal relationships. The citizens will have 
 diminished capability to hold their government accountable 
nd to press for appropriate state policies. This is deeply prob- 
ematic from the perspective of advancing social justice. More 
roadly, as Martha Fineman points out, the state should be 
esponsive to structural inequality and should reform institu- 
ions in a manner that allocates resources equally.339 Instead 
f turning to purely technological solutions to tackle bias and 
nfairness the government should actively tackle social in- 
qualities. 
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